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Introduction 
 
Type “#slowfashion” into Instagram’s ‘most popular’ search function and you will be met 
with approximately 8.5 million photos. At first glance slow fashion Instagram appears to 
consist mostly of perfectly manicured photos of highly curated outfits, accessories or 
clothing. But to those in the slow fashion community, these posts also indicate a unique 
discursive register (Agha 2007) that includes a set of political, ethical and social 
repertoires, emerging through the formation of the movement’s lifestyle politics 
(Portwood-Stacer 2013). This paper explores three key performable roles being taken 
up by slow fashion practitioners on Instagram to analyze how these performances are 
positioned within the community’s broader ethical and political goals.  
 
Background 
 
The slow fashion movement is based on the model of the slow food movement, which 
emerged in response to its ‘fast’ counterpart (Jung and Jin 2016). It includes people, 
practices, ideas, and things from all over the world and online - all of which are broadly 
connected through a shared effort to resist and transform the waste-driven, profit-
seeking, inequitable and unjust systems which produce and sustain contemporary ‘fast’ 
fashion (Pookulangara and Shephard 2013; Štefko and Steffek 2018; Clark 2008). The 
fast fashion industry is a system of transnational capitalism in which the supply chains 
of labor and commodities span dozens of countries (Rofel and Yanagisako 2019), rely 
on the exploitation of garment workers in low-income countries in the global south 
(Collins 2003) and reproduce unattainable Western beauty standards to keep 
production costs low and demand high (Jung and Jin 2016; Entwistle 2000). Most 
apparel today is produced through the fast fashion business model wherein clothing is 
made and marketed through cycles of inexpensive ready-to-wear garments (Krause 
2018). This model proliferates a capitalist consumer ethic (Campbell 1987) where desire 
and novelty fuel the repetitive cycle of buying and discarding mass-produced garments 
(Dei Ottai and Cologna 2015; Reinach 2005). The result? The fashion industry has 
become a major contributor to global pollution (Niinimäki et al 2020), yielding 1.2 billion 



 
tons of CO2 to the atmosphere and over 80 billion pieces of discarded, often unworn 
clothing into landfills each year (Whitty 2018).  
 
Performing Lifestyle Politics  
 
Since 2014, the slow fashion community has coalesced on Instagram, bringing together 
four groups of entangled practitioners: brands, consumers, influencers, and DIY makers 
interested in advocating for clothing-sustainability, ethical-fashion, representation-
diversification in the fashion industry, economic justice, and anti-capitalism.  Recently 
slow fashion practitioners have been using their slow fashion performances to publicly 
navigate issues of race, class, gender, and ethics present in slow fashion and the 
broader fashion industry. They do so using tactics of lifestyle practices (Portwood-
Stacer 2013) in which individuals integrate the “movement’s values into a holistic way of 
life” (Haenfler et al. 2012: 7). As slow fashion practitioners are performing their lifestyle 
practices on Instagram, they are also performing a presentation of their selves. Self-
presentation produces a “coherent and distinctive way of ‘being-in-the-world’” (Clarke, 
2005: 54). Because so much of contemporary slow fashion is coalescing on the online 
platform Instagram, where the politics of the internet, including issues of the 
commodification of internet users (Lukás 2020) datafication (van Dijck 2014), and self-
promotion (Marwick 2013) are at play, the slow fashion movement is a uniquely 
representative site of a constantly changing and continuously developing contemporary 
political practice.  
 
Using case studies from my ongoing ethnographic research which follows the coalition 
of practitioners on Instagram and in the Pacific Northwest - I explore three key 
performable roles in the slow fashion community which slow fashion practitioners are 
using as a way to perform the politics of the movement: (1) Outfit of the Day Posts 
(OOTD), (2) wardrobe tracking, and (3) knowledge-sharing posts. In discussing each of 
these instances of popular slow fashion performances, I examine what each example is 
“saying” and “doing” within the slow fashion community and analyze how these 
performances are positioned within the community’s broader ethical and political goals. 
Further, my discussion offers insight into how these performances are producing 
avenues for a slow fashion practice aimed at consuming differently and connecting a 
community of people advocating for alternative modes of fashion production.  
 
Ultimately, this discussion adds to the emerging scholarship on slow fashion by 
exploring how slow fashion on Instagram is producing a set of identifiable repertoires of 
communication which index the larger political and ethical principles being constructed 
by the community in response to the capitalist structures in which it is housed. By 
exploring the kinds of performances most commonly posted on Instagram I draw 
attention to the ways slow fashion practitioners’ performances are both assembling 
individual practitioner identity (or ‘self’) to the wider slow fashion community as well as 
producing a wider register of lifestyle politics in the world at large.  
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